Abstract-Guruswami and Indyk showed in [1] that Forney's error exponent can be achieved with linear coding complexity over binary symmetric channels. This paper extends this conclusion to general discretetime memoryless channels and shows that Forney's and Blokh-Zyablov error exponents can be arbitrarily approached by one-level and multi-level concatenated codes with linear encoding/decoding complexity. The key result is a revision to Forney's general minimum distance decoding algorithm, which enables a low complexity integration of Guruswami-Indyk's outer codes into the concatenated coding schemes.
I. Introduction
Consider communication over a discrete-time memoryless channel modeled by a conditional point mass function (PMF) or probability density function (PDF) p Y |X (y|x), where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y are the input and output symbols, X and Y are the input and output alphabets, respectively. Let C be the Shannon capacity. Fano showed in [2] that the minimum error probability P e for block channel codes of rate R and length N is bounded by
where E(R) is a positive function of channel transition probabilities, known as the error exponent. For finite input and output alphabets, without coding complexity constraint, the maximum achievable E(R) is given by Gallager in [3] ,
where p X is the input distribution, and E L (R, p X ) is given for different values of R as follows,
The definitions of other variables in (3) can be found in [4] . If we replace the PMF by PDF, the summations by integrals and the max operators by sup in (2), (3), the maximum achievable error exponent for continuous channels, i.e., channels whose input and/or output alphabets are the set of real numbers [3] , is still given by (2) . In [4] , Forney proposed a one-level concatenated coding scheme, which can achieve the following error exponent, known as Forney's exponent, for any rate R < C with a complexity of O(N 4 ).
where r o and R are the outer and the overall rates, respectively. Forney's coding scheme concatenates a maximum distance separable (MDS) outer error-correction code with well performed inner channel codes. To achieve E c (R), the decoder is required to exploit reliability information from the inner codes using a general minimum distance (GMD) decoding algorithm [4] . Forney's GMD algorithm essentially carries out outer code decoding, under various conditions, for O(N ) times. The overall decoding complexity of O(N 4 ) is due to the fact that the outer code (which is a Reed-Solomon code) used in [4] has a decoding complexity of O(N 3 ). Forney's concatenated codes were generalized to multi-level concatenated codes, also known as the generalized concatenated codes, by Blokh and Zyablov in [5] . As the order of concatenation goes to infinity, the error exponent approaches the following Blokh-Zyablov bound (or Blokh-Zyablov error exponent) [5] [6] .
In [1] , Guruswami and Indyk proposed a family of lineartime encodable/decodable nearly MDS error-correction codes. By concatenating these codes (as outer codes) with fixed-lengthed binary inner codes, together with Justesen's GMD algorithm [7] , Forney's error exponent was shown to be achievable over binary symmetric channels (BSCs) with a complexity of O(N ) [1] , i.e., linear in the codeword length. The number of outer code decodings required by Justesen's GMD algorithm is only a constant 1 , as opposed to O(N ) in Forney's case [4] . Since each outer code decoding has a complexity of O(N ), upper-bounding the number of outer code decodings by a constant is required for achieving the overall linear complexity. Because Justesen's GMD algorithm assumes binary channel outputs [7] [8], achievability of Forney's exponent was only proven for BSCs in [1, Theorem 8] .
In this paper, we show that Forney's GMD algorithm can be revised to carry out outer code decoding for only a constant number of times 2 . With the help of the revised GMD algorithm, by using Guruswami-Indyk's outer codes with fixed-lengthed inner codes, one-level and multi-level concatenated codes can arbitrarily approach Forney's and Blokh-Zyablov exponents with linear complexity, over general discrete-time memoryless channels.
II. Revised GMD Algorithm and Its Impact on Concatenated Codes Consider one-level concatenated coding schemes. Assume, for an arbitrarily small ε 1 > 0, we can construct a linear encodable/decodable outer error-correction code, with rate r o and length N o , which can correct t symbol errors and d symbol erasures so long as 2t + d < N o (1 − r o − ε 1 ). Note that this is possible for large N o as shown by Guruswami and Indyk in [1] . To simplify the notations, we assume N o (1 − r o − ε 1 ) is an integer. The outer code is concatenated with suitable inner codes with rate R i and fixed length N i . The rate and length of the concatenated code are R = r o R i and N = N o N i , respectively. In Forney's GMD decoding, inner codes forward not only the
For any outer codeword x m = [x m1 , x m2 , . . . , x mNo ], define a dot product α · x m as follows
Theorem 1: There is at most one codeword x m that satisfies
(8) Theorem 1 is implied by Theorem 3.1 in [4] . Rearrange the weights in ascending order of their values and let i 1 , . . . , i j , . . . , i No be the indices such that
Define
where ε 2 > 0 is a positive constant with 1/ε 2 being an integer, and q k (α ij ) is given by
Define dot product q k · x m as
Then following theorem gives the key result that enables the revision of Forney's GMD decoder.
2 The revision can also be regarded as an extension to Justesen's GMD decoding given in [7] .
Proof: Define a set of values c j = (j − 1/2)ε 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ 1/ε 2 and an integer p = ⌈α i No (1−ro −ε 1 ) /ε 2 ⌉, where
We have
and
Define a new weight vectorα = [α 1 , . . . ,α i , . . . ,α No ] with
and for
We haveα
Define a set of indices
According to the definition ofα i , for i / ∈ U,α i = α i . Hencẽ
Since |α i − α i | ≤ ε 2 /2, and s i = ±1, we have i∈U
3 Note that the value of p cannot be 0. Because if p = 0, i.e., α i No(1−ro −ε 1 ) = 0, then there are at least
, which contradicts the assumption that α · xm > No
which contradicts (22). Therefore, there must be some p k that satisfies
Since
2 ) , for some 0 ≤ k < 1/ε 2 , errors-and-erasures decoding specified by q k (where symbols with q k (α i ) = 0 are erased) will output x m . Since the total number of q k vectors is upper bounded by a constant 1/ε 2 , the outer code carries out errors-anderasures decoding only for a constant number of times. Consequently, a GMD decoding that carries out errorsand-erasures decoding for all q k 's and compares their decoding outputs can recover x m with a complexity of O(N o ). Since the inner code length N i is fixed, the overall complexity is O(N ).
The following theorem gives an error probability bound for one-level concatenated codes with the revised GMD decoder.
Theorem 3: Assume inner codes achieve Gallager's error exponent given in (2) . Let the reliability vector α be generated according to Forney's algorithm presented in [4, Section 4.2] . Let x m be the transmitted outer codeword. For large enough N , error probability of the one-level concatenated codes is upper bounded by
where E c (R) is Forney's error exponent given by (4) and ε is a function of ε 1 and ε 2 with ε → 0 if ε 1 , ε 2 → 0. The difference between Forney's and the revised GMD decoding schemes lies in the definition of errors-anderasures decodable vectors q k , the number of which determines the decoding complexity. Forney's GMD decoding needs to carry out errors-and-erasures decoding for a number of times linear in N o , whereas ours for a constant number of times. Although the idea behind the revised GMD decoding is similar to Justesen's GMD algorithm [7] , Justesen's work has focused on error-correction codes where inner codes forward Hamming distance information (in the form of an α vector) to the outer code.
Applying the revised GMD algorithm to multi-level concatenated codes [5] [6] is quite straightforward. Achievable error exponent of an m-level concatenated codes is given in the following Theorem.
Theorem 4: For a discrete-time memoryless channel with capacity C, for any ε > 0 and any integer m > 0, one can construct a sequence of m-level concatenated codes whose encoding/decoding complexity is linear in N , and whose error probability is bounded by 
III. Conclusions
We proposed a revised GMD decoding algorithm for concatenated codes over general discrete-time memoryless channels. By combining the GMD algorithm with Guruswami and Indyk's error correction codes, we showed that Forney's and Blokh-Zyablov error exponents can be arbitrarily approached by one-level and multi-level concatenated coding schemes, respectively, with linear encoding/decoding complexity.
